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March and candlelight vigil against rape attracts 260
By Carl Clay
Staff Writer
1
An estimated crowd of260 people stood silent on the stairs ofFogler
library as Jenine Cervielo spoke, marking the start of the 'Take Back
the Night' march against rape.
"This march is about strength -- the strength to listen and the
strength to care. It's about being united every cLay to end rape," said
Cervielo.
Cervielo, who is a member of the University of Maine's Women's
Center admits she is a "rape survivor."
The participants present included faPulty, students, children and
community members. Members of the UMaine Greek System -- Pi
Beta Phi and Chi Omega,two sororities -- were present with as many
as 100 members.
Christie Holmes, a sorority member said the sororities were in
attendance because their members realized they represented a high
risk group here on campus as sororities with houses.
Supporters marched across campus carrying signs, banners and
candles. The signs carried messages like 'Power in Unity' and 'No
More Rape.' The half dozen signs and banners were carried by both
men and women.
The marchers began the night chanting,"People united will never
be defeated".
From left: Pat Kennedy,Ann,Angela,and Carrie Landes,and Brian Giles stand on the steps of Fogler
Library during a candlelight vigil marking the passage of Rape Awareness Week.

See MARCH on page 4

Rape Response Services provides helping hand to victims
By Julie Campagna
Staff Writer

free of charge, and professionally guided. The group meets for one and a half
hours a week, over a 15 week period.
After the first session the support group
is closed. The group usually contains 12
to 15 women.
To get into the rape support group, the
victim must go in and meet face-to-face
with a co-facilitator or call the office or
hotline. Depending on the situation, the
person may have to deal with then
problem on a one-on-one basis,and when
they feel they are ready, they join the
support group.
The first half ofeach session is focused
on one topic, such as rage, dealing with
relationships, or guilt. "A lot of women
feel that they are responsible for what has
happened,they blame themselves," said
Lennie Mullen-Giles,executive director
of RRS.
The second halfofthe session is devoted
to group dynamics. The victims discuss
what is going on with their lives,bpilding
trust and sharing experiences. There arc

"Think of the six women closest to
you ... Now, guess which one will be
raped this year." warns the Rape Trauma
Center,Santa Monica,reporting that one
out of every six college womeh will be
raped this year.
Messages to the public, such as this
one,are being used to make people more
aware of rape.
For the woman who has been raped,it's
too late to stop the rape from happening,
but according to Rape Response Services, it is not to late to deal with.
Rape Response Services (RRS) is a
state funded agency that offers support
groups for rape survivors and victims of
incest. They also offer a 24 hour hotline
for rape survivors.
During a one year period RRS operates
two rape support groups and one incest
support group.
The rape support group is confidential.

By installing the new
telecommunications system at
the university,
construction will continue
around campus throughout
next week.
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two co-facilitators that provide information and guidance to the group.
Co-facilitator, Betty Ann O'Connell
says "group dynamics are based on the
group's personality. They may be a
boisterous group or a low-key group."
The women that join this group, come
together to try to build a "level of trust
amongst themselves,"said Mullen-Giles.
RRS operates a 24 hour rape crisis
hotline."We have discovered that a lot
of women that call our hotline have been
raped ranging from about a year ago, up
to about five or ten years ago. Some of
these people have never told anyone in
their lives and are suffering from Rape
Trauma Syndrome," said Mullen-Giles.
Many people have never heard of"Rape
Trauma Syndrome." It occurs when rape
victims suffer nightmares, flashbacks,
and/or develop phobias pertaining to the
rape.
O'Connell describes RTS as a two stage
process. The first stage is disorganization.
The rape victim is faced with major shifts

Weather
Today: showers, highs
60-65. Overnight: partly
cloudy, becoming clear.
Saturday: fair, highs in
the 50s.
Sunday: increasing
clouds, highs in the 50s.

Sports
The Reds took a two
• games to none lead in
the World Series with a
5-4 win on Wednesday.
See story on page 11.

in their lifestyle. They may begin to
sleep more or not enough. They may
resort to substances to escape from what
they are feeling. A person in school may
drop out. There are many different
changa a rape victim can go through
during this first stage.
The second stage is re-organization and
this is where the rape response support
group plays its major role, by providing
guidance and information, as well as
establishing friendships.
"Rape victims often feel powerless, we
try to empower them,"said Mullen-Giles.
"A lotoftimes these women get together
to talk even after the IS week period has
ended," said O'Connell.
Rape Response Services was started
almost two years ago(two years, January). Presently, there are 18 volunteers
working on the Rape Hotline.
Tojoin the rape survivorssupportgroup,
call the office at 945-5597 or the 24 hour
hotline at 989-5678. The first session
starts Tues., Oct. 23.

World
State monies are dying
up around the country,
which is having an
adverse affect on
tuition rates.
See story on page 6
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Student athletes helping
rape awareness cause
UMaine athletes
perform skits
about date rape
By Stephanie Taylor
Staff Writer
"Students don't think rapes happen at
UMaine but they do, so keep that in
mind," said Jemal Murph, a University
of Maine football player and member of
the Athletes For Sexual Responsibility
program.
Tom Rogers, also of the UMaine football team and program member, said,
what men must realize is that it is men
who rape and men who can stop rape.
Those athletes and others presented
three skits about date rape to students and
staff in the lounge of Wells Commons
Wednesday evening.
"The reason we chose acquaintance and
date rape is because it is a serious issue
both locally and nationally,"said UMaine
football player Erik Sauter.
The athletes performed three skits for
the audience dealing with the different

4

occurrences of date rape.
The audience then discussed how they
felt about what happened in each skit,
how each situation could have been
better handled to help prevent date
rape, and how to help friends who
have been raped.
The three skits were then performed
again, with the athletes incorporating
the ideas of the audience into their
skits.
Sauter said he honed the audience
had a better understanding of how to
prevent and handle date rape.
The program, co-founded by Sandra
Caron, assistant professor of family
relations,and Margaret Zillioux,assistant athletic director, was started last
semester. Seven athletes performed
skits, dealing with acquaintance and
date rape,around campus to help make
people more aware of the issue.
Caron and Zillioux decided that athletes should run the program because
they make good role models.
There are currently 19 athletes in the
program.
This year they plan to expand the
program to include skits on other sexuality issues such as birth control,safe
sex,sexually transmitted diseases,and
homophobia.
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News in Brief
WASHINGTON (AP) - Leaders of the
nation's two biggest religious bodies, the
Roman CatholiC and Southern 'Baptist
churches, are protesting proposals to cut
tax deductions for charitable contributions.
Scores of other voluntary agencies also
are opposing the move.
Monsignor Rcibert N. Lynch, general
secretary of the National Conference of
Catholic BishoPs, said, "Weakening the
incentives for contributions would not only
be counter-productiae but contradict ttft
repeated calls by President Bush for increased involvement by the non-profit private sector in addressing needs of the less•
fortunate in our society.
•
NEW YORK(AP)- American Orthodox
rabbis have designated Saturday"a Sabbath
of Protest" against what they called the
"unjust and immoral" United Nations
condemnation of Israel for the violence in
Jerusalem in which 19 Palestinians were
killed.
"this hypocrisy of the U.N. is not unusual," but the United States joining in the
condemnation vote is"alarming,"declared
Rabbi Marc D. Angel, president of the
Rabbinical Council of America."The U.S.
has betrayed Israel."
MOSCOW(AP)- Two leading economic
advisers to President Mikhail S.Gorbachev
warned today that the Soviet leader's plan
for introducing a market economy would
cause severe inflation and unemployment.
Abel Aganbegyan told soviet lawmakers
in a one-hour report that preliminary steps
toward a marketsystem had already created
an "inflationary spiral," particularly for
prices of meat and dairy products.
KARACHI,Pakistan (AP)- A court upheld the dismissal of Benazir Bhutto's
government today, handing the former
prime minister her second legal setback in
less than a week.
Acting Chief Justice Saeeduzzaman
Sadiqqi also upheld the dismissal of the
Sind provincial legislature controlled by
Ms. Bhutto's populist Pakistan People's
Party.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Turmoil in the
Mideast has sent oil prices soaring, contributing to an annual inflation rate that
analysts believe will be the worst in 10
years.
The cost ofliving, which had been arising
moderately for most of this year, took off
following Iraq's Aug.2invasion ofKuwait.
The price of gasoline jumped almost immediately in response to rising crude oil
prices, which have virtually doubled from
$20 a barrel in July to near $40 currently.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House has
moved to normalize U.S. relations with
Czechoslovakia for the first times since
World War II and to dramatically reduce
tariffs on that nation's exports to the United ir
States.
The House. by a voice Wednesday night,
approved a trade agreement signed last
April by the Bush administration and the
newly elected Prague government under
Which each country would grant the other
most-favored-nation trade ctatas.
BANGOR,Maine(AP)- The University
of Maine System, winch was prepared to
see enrollments decline this fall, is reporting a 1 percent increase in the number of

students at all seven campuses.
Officials said 34,013 students are enrolled this fall, compared to 33,676 during the last academic year.
"We would not have been surprised had
enrollments dropped a bit this year," said
Chancellor Robert L. Woodbury.
He said a declining number oftraditional college-age students, the economy's
"uncertain" status, rising college costs
and state budget cuts that have forced the
university to scale back some programs
ar all factors in the relatively small enrollment growth.
SAN SALVADOR (AP) - The army
today drove off leftist guerrillas who
attacked air force headquarters with
homemade mortars and automatic
weapons, and authorities said several
people were wounded.
A military spokesman said he had an
initial report that one military mechanic
was wounded and one aircraft was
damaged in the three hours of fighting
began at 9:45 p.m. Wednesday and died
down after midnight.
PHILADELPHIA,Pa(CPS)- Just days
before Temple University President Peter Liacouras threatened to shut down the
school for the rest ofthe semester,strikiag
faculty members started teaching clay
again Oct. 3, 29 days after school was
scheduled to begin.
Faculty members narrowly voted to
obey an Oct. I court order to return to
work while they continued to negotiate a
new contract.
TOLEDO,Ohio(CPS)- While fraternities and sororities at a number of
campuses nationwide report fewer students have gone through rush this fall,
University of Toledo officials say they
may have to expand ajust-finished greek
housing complex to accommodate new
members.
"We will continue to work closely with
these groups so they have adequate facilities," said assistant dean of students
Lori Edgeworth at the Sept.28 dedication
of the complex, built for 420.
MADISON,Wis.(CPS)- Twenty-three
people were arrested at a Sept. 29-Oct. 1
Great Midwest Marijuana Harvest Festival,held to call for the decriminalization
of the drug.
•
An estimated 14,600 attended the festival, where speaker Jack Herer set the
theme by declaring,"The time for reefer
madness is over. The time for reefer
gladness should begin."
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) - The
U.S. Supreme Court Oct. I said it would
let stand a lower court ruling That "The
Last Temptation of Chnst," one of the
most frequently picketed films to tour
campuses in recent years; was not blasphemous and was protected by constitutional free speech guarantees.
WASHINGTON,D.C.(CPS)- University ofDistrictofColumbia students voted
to end a protest Oct.6that had shut down
their school for 11 days.
After winning officials' agreement to
implement most of the 40improvements
in student life they had demanded, protesters occupying two UDC buildings
reluctantly agreed to a compromise.
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Restroom reunion rekindles romanc

e

By Michael Reagan
Staff Writer

A female student walks into
the second
floor women's bathroom of
Aroostook
Hall and stops suddenly.
Leaning on the sinks in front of
her are
a man and a woman drinking
sparkling
cider out oflong-stemmed cryst
al glasses.
The woman explains that they met
there
10 years ago and are celebrating.
"Oh congratulations,"she says,"I'm
so
happy for you." Then she turns
around
quickly and walks out.
It was during a floor party in Aroo
stook
Hall on October 17. 1980 when Meg
and
Rich Miller first met.
The hundred people there were enjo
ying themselves during the wani
ng days
of drinking in dorms at the University
of
Maine.Since Aroostook was an all-mal
e
dormitory then, the women who were
at
the party were forced to use the men'
s
bathroom."They made it sort of a coed
bathroom during the party," Meg Mill
er
said.
Meg, who called the Maine Campus
about the anniversary, admitted when
she called that she was in there "because
Meg and Rich Miller celebrate their tent
h anniversary with sparkling cider in the
second floor bathroom of Aroostok Hall.
I really had to go." She added that the
The ouple met in 1980 when Meg went to
use the men's bathroom during a floor part
y. (Photo by J.B. Baer.)
bathroom has "a special significance
with us."
Campus staff writer,is now a copy editor
meeting.
Campus prior to their arrival.
Miller, a first-year student at the time,
for the Bangor Daily News. Meg is a
"Ofcourse, when you're 18 and 19 you
Rich and Meg graduated in 1983 and
said she met her future husband, then a
substitute teacher.
want to go out and meet other people
1984
, respectively, and noticed the
sophomore, while she was looking for an
The Glenbum couple have been married
before you settle down," Meg added.
changes that the ensuing years have
empty stall. They went out on their first
for five and one-half years. and haven
Richsaid the couple's return visit to the
brought.
date the next day.
11-month-old daughter named Lindsey.
Aroostook Hall bathroom"wassupposed
The dorm is coed, the drinking policy
Rich Miller, a former Daily Maine
Rich said he and his wife have been
to be low-key, or so I thought." He was
has changed,and the bathrooms are much
together "pretty much" since that first
not aware that Meg had called the Maine
cleaner.

;Read the Moine Campus p t the
best on-canipus coverage ofiiews
and cnrting events.

NOISES
OFF
by Michael Frayn
Maine Masque Thcatre
October 18,19,20 at 8 p.m.
October 19 and 21 at 2p.m
Hauck Auditorium
University of Maine
General Admission $6.00
Admission Free to
UM Students
Performing Arts!

SUBWAY'S
SIUDENT SPECIAL

.

I3uy any footlong sub

and get your second

FREE*

U'S' Worer.t. r0 Mown.0

Present Student ID- NO LIMIToffer good only at 621 Hammond St.
Exit 46 621 Hammond St. Bangor
990-1444 Open Late 7 Days
Offer Good Until Nov. 1, 1990
*Second footiong sub must be of equal or lesser pric
e.
•
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USM professor heads for Soviet Union exchange
By Marc Rancourt
Staff Writer
Teaching in the Soviet Union isn't everyone's idea of fun but for one University of Southern Maine professor it was
Just that.
Oliver H. Woshinsky, a USM political
science professor, spent four months in
Archangel,Russia teaching the American
way oflife to Russian students. He taught
at the Archangel Pedagogical Institute.
"I wanted to give an image of America,"
said Woshinsky. "I taught American
literature, American society,class structure. American values, politics, government, English, and American holidays."
Woshinsky said that there was a vast

majority of students in Archangel who
spoke fluent English. He said -there are
two specialized schools that devote their
teaching to the English language. The
schools teach students from ages seven
to 17and may contain up to 1,000students
in each school.
"English is the international language,"
Woshinsky said. "Most countries know
that to improve the economic situation
they should teach and learn the English
language."
Woshinsky was received by Archangel
citizens in a "royal" way.
"I was treated like visiting royalty,"
said Woshinsky. "I was constantly invited to banquets by families and could
attend three or four a day."

Woshinsky saw many problems in the
city that were basically ignored.
"There were problems there that were'
not dealt with that would be in the United
States," said Woshinsky. "We(U.S. citizens) would have put up a fuss but nobody said anything there.
"The roads were nevey cleared very
well during the winter and the walking
was hazardous," he said. "I heard of
many people that fell and broke arms."
Woshinsky went to Archangel through
a newly developed exchange program
between USM and API.
If this exchange had been attempted in
the past the result may has' been unsuccessful. Archangel has been closed to
foreigners since WWII in an effort to

prohibit the possible spread of anti-communist ideas. The area is now admitting
foreigners such as Woshinsky. Woshinsky was not sure why the area is now
letting people in but was glad that he was
able to go.
Woshinsky said "even now there is a .
city (which he could not identify) that I
could not go to."
Woshinsky's trip to the Soviet Union
allowed him to meet two cousins from
Odessa, a port in the Black Sea for the
first time. Woshinsky's father is a native
of the Soviet Union who left the country
in 1928. Archangel has a population of
400,000, runs along the Dzina river and
is located some 400 miles from Moscow
according to Woshinsky.

Fogler Library eliminates 24-hour service during finals week
By Andrew Boynton
Special to the Campus
The days of sleepy, squinty-eyed, desperate all-nightcram sessions at the library
during finals week have come to an end.
Due to the university's recent budget
cuts,Fogler Library can no longer remain
open 24 hours a day during finals.
Director Elaine Albright says that while
library hours will be slightly expanded
during finals week, cuts in staff have
made it impossible to stay open around
the clock.
In addition, staff cuts have forced
changes in its regular hours.
The library now opens at 8 a.m. rather
than at 7:30 a.m., and the hours for the

listening center have been reduced.
Operating costs, including those for
travel,telephone, and postage, were also
cut.
The nook budget remained intact, and,
in fact, was slightly increased due to
inflation.

"We tried to have the cuts affect students the least," Albright says.
According to Charles Rauch, Director
of Financial Management, $43,000 was
cut, leaving Fogler Library with a 1990
budget of$3.8 million,eliminating about
S10,000 worth of student jobs.

Rauch is optimistic the library is safe
from any budget cuts in the near future.
"We can't expect the library to take any
more futs," Rauch said.
Albright seems a bit more wary.
"I think the university is getting ready,"
she said. "Just in case."

Provider for Fogler computers suffers as budget axe falls
Computing Communications & histructions Technology, an on-campus organiaation that handles and directs Fogler Library's computer cluster. received a budget cut of $81,000,
according to Financial Management
Director Charles Rauch.
Andrew Abbott, Director of Corn-

puling & Instructional Technology— a
group affiliated with CCIT.says that the
budget cuts will mean several things.
First, there will be no expansion ofoncampus computer service!.. Second, as
money begins to run out next 'spring,
studentjobs may becut. Third,as money
runs out, it will be difficult to keep up

March
Before leaving the library steps a list of
names was read of women in Maine who
have died in the past year as a direct result
of rape and domestic violence. A factual
sheet was distributed among the crowd
with statistics like: a rape occurs every
six minutes in the United States and that
of women raped 44 percein strongly
consider suicide and 19 percent actually
attempt suicide.

90% of campus rapes start here.

with corriputer repairs.
"What.we have is what we're going to
be stuck with," Abbott says.
Officials have proposed the idea of stu
'dents paying a Technology Fee, which
would.dover the computer maintenance
costs.
-- By Andrew Boynton

continued from page I

Several fraternities were represented as
well as Men Against Rape.
Jill Richardson. a junior, said " I'm
here to march becauss it's my duty as a
woman and as a student."
The opinion, was shared by many
throughout the crowd. ,
The march is an annual event marking
the passage of Rape Awareness Week at
UMaine.

The Maine Campus would like to
thank all the organizations who
made Rape Awareness Week a
successful, informational
experience for all members of our
community. l_

Whenever there's drinking or drugs, things can get out of hand.
So it's no surprise that campus rapes involve alcohol.
But men should know that under any circumstances, sex without
the other person's consent is considered rape. A felony,,panishable
by prison. And drinking is no excuse.
That's why, when you party, it's good to know wjrat your limits
are.
You see, a little sobering though now can savou from a big
problem later.
Rape and Sexual Assault Awareness Committee

BlackBear Cop qtry Store
MOVIES-MUNC IES & MORE!!!
Tues. Wed. Mcivies only $.99
NEW LOW BEER PRICES
Open Every Day
761 Stillwater Ave. Old Town 827-6902
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R ape program clarifies controversial
terms
UMaine rape

program
eparittes "no"
rom "maybe"
By Paul Fick
Staff Writer
Does"No"mean"Maybe"? Does body
language mean "Yes" even when the
woman is saying "No'"? Or does "No"
mean "No" regardless of how it is said?
These questions were posed to students
Wednesday at a program titled "1 Know
You Said No,But I Thought You Meant
Maybe", presented by the Residential
Life Peer Educator Program in the Memorial Union. The program, which is
also presented upon request in residence
halls, dealt with rape, most specifically
acquaintance rape on college campuses.
It was presented in conjunction with Rape
and Sexual Assault Awareness Week.
Troy Peterson and Sue Paradis, who
presented the workshop, started things
off by having each person in attendance
introduce themselves and read a card
which they had been given. Each card
had a different statistic concerning rape
on it. One card read, "A rape occurs
every six minutes in the United States."
Another read, "About one in every ten
rapes is reported." These facts started the

discussion among the students.
Peterson and Paradis then asked participants what the word "rape" brought to
mind. Responses included words such as
"violation", "lack of respect","power",
and the feeling that "it won't happen to
me".
Both Peterson and Paradis stressed that
although rape is an emotional topic to
talk about, it is also an important topic to
talk about.
"Even though rape is hard to talk about,
you need to talk about it in order to be
aware of it and to do what- you can to
prevent it," Paradis said.
The discussior turned to the legal definition of rape. Deb Torrey of the University of Maine Public Safety Department said that the official term for rape is
"sexual assault".
"Rape is seen as a dirty word," Torrey
said. "A woman is more likely to report
being the victim of a sexual assault than
being raped."
According to Peterson and Paradis,rape
is legally defined as "intercourse being
vaginal,anal or oral,imposed on a person
against her will where the person's wishes
are known to the rapist by verbal or
physical expressions." They said that
this also includes cases where the person
may be unconscious or cannot consent to
the act.
Peterson and Paradis acted out a couple
of scenarios to illustrate what might
constitute or lead to an act of rape of
sexual assault.
The first scenario war, an account of
Bob and Patty, two students in the same

class who arrange a study date. After
studying,the two take a break and start to
get physically intimate, with Bob eventually forcing Patty to have sex with him.
When Peterson asked the group if this
was rape, the response was yes, because
any type of forced sex constitutes rape.
The second scenario was an account of
Paul and Karen, two students who meet
at a hall party,flirt all evening,and go back
to Karen's dorm. When politely and
jokingly asked to leave,Paul refuses and
follows Karen to her room,where the story
ends.
The group discussed how messages got
mixed in this instance.
According to Torrey,situations such as
this occur because women are not socialized to communicate forcefully and to be
aggressive, while men art socialized to
be aggressive.
"Women need to be able to say 'no'
firmly," Torrey said.
In conclusion, Peterson and Paradis
cited more statistics concerning date rape,
especially its relationship with alcohol.
Paradis said that in date rape situations,
75 percent al men and 55 percent of
women have been drinking, and 80 percent of gang rapes are
alcohol-related. Peterson said that only
10 percent of rapes are reported.
Torrey offered some advice to wouldbe rape victims to first talk to someone
and to seek medical attention immediately. Afterward, Peterson and Paradis
distributed a series of informational
handouts concerning rape, and sexual
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GREAT JAZZ!

CECIL TAYLOR
Saturday October 20 at

pm

Cecil Taylor is the most controversial
and complex jazz pianist since

Thelonious Monk.
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With a trio.

Supported by a grant from The New E vane
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RIYADH,Saudi Arabia(AP)- Operation Desert Shield, along with holding
off Iraqi soldiers, is also shielding the
desert from another force that each year
devastates Saudi rangeland: millions of
Iraqi sheep.
An inadvertent side effect ofimpending
war. conservationists say, is that Iraqi
herders have ceased their traditional migration across the border to find pasture
for sheep, goats and camels.
That, they say, is no small windfall to
Saudi Arabia, where a loss of plant cover
threatens to convert arable range into
wasteland across much of the country.
AUGUSTA, Maine(AP)- Supporters
of a referendum proposal to allow large
stores to open on Sundays said they were
no less determined to get their message
across even though a new poll shows
they have support of two-thirds of those
responding.
-The results are certainly encouraging,"
Carol Day, co-chairwoman of Citizens
for Choice on Sunday,said after learning
of the Capitol News Service poll results.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Justice Thurgood Marshall, now a Supreme Court
minority of one on the death penalty,still
has an abolitionist's fervor. He blistered
his fellow justices for their "indifferent
shrug of the shoulders" in allowing a
Virginia execution Wednesday.
Marshall,indisputably the court's most
liberal member, fired off a strong!
worded dissent as the court, voting 8-1.
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JOIN THE

FELD BALLETS NY
Wednesday. October 24 at 7 p.m.

ARADE
WIN $
'
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Feld promises and always deliver
s
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Missouri Repertory Theatre
Saturday, October 27at 8 p.m.Homecoming Weekend
The great music and
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State money dry-up may cause tuition to increase at half-year
(CPS)- A rash of state funding emergencies has forced public Colleges in at
least 14 states to cancel cour.w sections,
fire staffers, cut on back on student services and overcrowd their classes in recent weeks.
The crisis, moreover,could lead to midyear tuition hikes in December, some
observers say.
"The situation is getting worse all the
time," reported Tom Hawkins of the
California State Student Association.
From California to Rhode Island, the
problems stem from state governments
that say they are running out of money.
Uncertain business conditions,campus
funding experts say, have hurt states because they have not been able to collect
as much tax money as they had expected.
When states approved their 1990 budgets nearly a year ago,they,assumed they
would collect more sales and employment
tax money than they actually did. As a
result, they now have less money to give
to all their endeavors, including public
colleges.
Consequently, the colleges have to either cut theirexpenses orfind more money
from different sources.
Students likely will be the new sources
in many states. "The most immediate
effect will be an increase in tuition,"
predicted Richard Novak of the American Association of State Colleges and
Universities, a Washington, D.C.-based
group.
It's already happening in Virginia.
Public campuses there have been
blindsided by two.,5-percent budget cuts

Gov.L. Douglas Wilder imposed to plug
a $1.4 billion hole in the two-year budget
cycle that began July 1.
Most campuses, abruptly without
money they needed to operate, won
Wilder's permission to require students
to pay extra tuition surcharges.
At George ,Mason University, for instance, spring tuition will increase $62
for in-state students,$186 for those from

of money they give to public campuses.
"It looks very negative," summarized
Illinois State University Prof. Ed Hines,
who monitors state higher ed funding
across the country.
A number of states, he said, are reporting an absolute decline in absolute dollars they collect.
That's because legislatures, hurt by
slowing sales tax revenues, lower-than-

"I think it's very disastrous, very threatening to
the students," said Kelli Sears, student
government president at Nebraska University.
out-of-state.
Statewide,hundreds ofteaching vacancies remain unfilled, and many faculty
members who had part-time or annual
contracts were laid off.
Students aren't happy. More than 5,000
tumed out Sept. 11 to protest budgetcuts,
which have caused class sizes to increase
10 percent and led to the loss of 273
faculty and staff members.
Similarly,250 Virginia Common wealth
University students marched in protest to
the Capitol in Richmond.
Virginia's the only state so far to announce mid-year tuition hikes, Novak
said.
Many other states, though, including
Nebraska, Maryland, Califotnia, Arizona, New York, Washington, Florida,
Georgia, Mississippi, New Hampshire,
North Carolina, Rhode Island and New
Jersey have or soon will cut the amount

expected income tax receipts and slow
economic growth, don't have as much
money to allocate as they expected.
The Persian Gulfcrisis has added to the
uncertainty. By forcing crude oil prices
up, it has dramatically raised costs at
campuses - especially in the East - where
oil is used both as transportation fuel and
heating fuel.
George Mason's oil bill, for instance,
already is about $300,000 over budget,
GMU officials report.
The last time the country was in a recession, in the late 70s arid early 80s,
colleges resorted to double-digit tuition
hikes, postponed faculty salary raises
and deferred building repairs.
"It seems moresevere this time,at least
on the East Coast," Novak said. "The
states were growing so rapidly. This
crash is going to hurt more because jt's a
deeper fall."

•

"It's bad news," affirmed Hawkings,
who lobbies state legislators in California.
In August, Gov. George Deukmejian
cut 2 percent off the original 1990-91
budgets for the nine-campus University
of California and 20-campus California
State University systems.
"It's mostly meant the cancellation of
classes and students not being able to get
what they need," Hattlins recounted.
University of Nebraska-Lincoln students also had a harder time getting the
classes they needed. Only 44 percent of
UNL's students actually got into the
course sections they had requested in
e
September, school officials concede.
College money could get even tighter,
student leaders warn, if voters approve a
measure on the Nebraska Nov. 6 ballot
that would limit state and local budget
increased to 2 percent per fiscal year.
"I think it's' very disastrous, very
threatening to the students," said Kelli
Scars, student government president at
NU's Omaha campus.
In North Carolina, where students are
trying to adjust to a $53 milliom cut ifl the
Uoiversity of North Carolina system's
$1.1 billion budget, students staged a
"Save UNC"rally. Some course sections
have been canceled, and in others, students are sifting on the floor.
While no one is sure how state economies will fare next year, students are
convinced changes need to be made.
"Clearly the state's going to have to
find another source of revenue,"California's Hawkins says.
•
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British say Israelis are playing into Hussein's hands
By Kathy Lamb
Associated Press Writer
JERUSALEM(AP)- Britain's foreign
secretary said Wednesday that Israel was
playing into Iraqi hands by rebuffing a
U.N. inquiry into the Temple Mount
killings.
Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd said
be has not succeeded in persuading Prime
Minister Yitzhak Shamir and Foreign
Minister David Levy to accept the U.N.
delegation.
"I think that Saddam Hussein would be
very pleased if the (U.N.) Security
Council now stopped concentrating on
Kuwaitand began toconcentrate on ArabIsrael," Hurd told reporters, referring to
Iraq's 12-week-long occupation of Kuwait.
"And that is why I'm anxious that the
government of Israel should find some
way ofreceiving..,the secretary-general's
mission," he said.
Hurd also criticized the Palestine Liberation Organization for supporting the
Iraqi president,saying the action set back
chances for a Palestinian dialogue with
the Israelis. "I think the PLO has made a

serious mistake in this respect," he said.
The foreign secretary said he didn't see
a chance for progress in the PalestinianIsraeli conflict until the Persian Gulf crisis was resolved. He suggested, however, that once Saddam was out of Kuwait,
there would be greater pressure on Israel
to accept compromises.
"We need to prevent Saddam Hussein
from strutting up and down as if he was
the only person who remembered the
Palestinians," Hurd said.
"It is necessary to say that here is unfinished business to which we must return."
Hurd said he was very disappointed that
Palestiniansfrom the occupied WestBank
and Gaza Strip refused to attend a scheduled meeting Wednesday.
The Palestinians said they were angered
by statements attributed to Hurd in the
Israeli media that Britain ruled out a role
for the in peace talks and opposed creation ofan independent Palestinian state.
Hurd said remarks he make in private
meetings with members of the Israeli
parliament,or K.nesset, were misquoted.
"It's obviously inconceivable that I
would use a private meeting in the Knes-

Top three yearbook companies
accused of price fixing
(CPS) - The nation's three top school
yearbook publishers have agreed to pay
more than $400,000 to settle legal claims
it illegally fixed prices it charged schools
to print their books.
The case, which involved schools and
campuses in the state of Washington,
could hurt relations between the pub
lishers and schools all over the country,
one yearbook observer claims.
The Oct. 1 settlement"may cause other
districts to call into question their contracts with publishers,"said Tom Rolnick i
of the Associated Collegiate Press and
the National Scholastic Press Association,
trade groups for yearbook and school
newspaper workers.
Herff-Jones of Indianapolis, Taylor
Publishing of Dallas and Josien's of

Minnesota - the companies involved print yearbooks for hundreds of high
schools and colleges, Ronicki added.
In a statement, Herff-Jones maintained
that it has "faithfully served the educational community for over 70 years and
has consistently followed a policy of
maintaining a high level of ethical and
legal standards in the conduct of its
business."
Jacqueline Stenson, editor-in-chief at
Pennsylvania State University's yearbook, said the suit wouldn't affect her
school's relationship with Josten's.
"If they haven't been proven guilty,
that would never hurt our relationship,"
she said.
TO settle the claim,the three companies
agreed to pay $390,000 in damages.

set to announce a majorchange in British
policy. It's an absurd proposition," an
angry Hurd said.
He said that while Britain does not urge
creation of a Palestinian state, it would
not oppose such an entity should that be
the outcome of negotiations between
Palestinians and Israelis.
Hurd said Israel was harming itself by
refusing to allow a U.N. delegation to
investigate the killings of 19 Palestinians
on the Temple Mount on Oct. 8. Police
opened fire after Palestinians on the
Temple Mount,known to Arabs as Haram
al-Sharif, threw stones at Jews at the
nearby Western Wall.,
Hurd, who is ending a weeklong Middle East tour, said Israeli acceptance of
the U.N. delegation would allow the
Security Council to shift its attention
back to the gulf. "That's an interest
which Israel, Britain, the whole international community, should share," he
•
added.
In New York, U.N. Secretary-General
Javier Perez de Cuellar said Wednesday
he had not received the necessary clarifications from Israel that would allow
him to send the U.N. mission there. Perez

de Cuellar said he would not send his
emissaries as tourists. as Israel has suggested.
At his news conference. Hurd appeared
at times flustered by the political passions his visit aroused among Israelis and
Palestinians.
Asked by an Israeli reporter whether he
wasn't biased againstIsrael,he said curtly:
"Yesterday, I was biased against Israel,
and today rm biased against the Palestinians."
Later, some 30 Israeli protesters gathered outside the King David Hotel,
waving Irish flags to mock Britain's
difficulties with Northern Ireland and
carrying placards with slogans such as
"Hurd is a hypocrite."
Also Wednesday,the Palestinians held
a news conference to explain their boycott of a luncheon meeting with him.
"We felt that we are insulted zs Pafestinians by these statements(attributed to
Hurd),"said Radwan Abu Ayyash,a proPLO journalist.
Another Palestinian journalist, Saeb
Erakat, accused Hurd of trying to maneuver the PLO out of the picture.
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f you're a living Maine citizen you can't
help notice that propaganda surrounding gubernatorial candidates has shifted into high sear.
Take a scene from one of the recent proMcKernan commercials. It states that Representative Brennan has opted to take the "low road",
in this campaign for governor's seat,by borrowing
a page from textbook dirty ads run in another
state. McKernan assures the viewer that he will
not stoop to such levels.
Compare this to a scene from a pro- Brennan
ad. Brennan, dressed in casual clothes talking
with "typical" Maine people, steps forward and
announces that Governor McKernan has made a
shambles of the Maine economy. An economy
Brennan claims was in excellent condition when
he left office.
Truth or fiction? It's hard to say which ad is
more skillful in skewering the opponent. The
negatives are flying.
Thursday, McKernan accused Brennan of
missing recent important votes in Congress substituting them for campaigning back in Maine.
McKernan claimed his opponent was putting
"political ambitions ahead of his elected responsibilities."
The Brennan campaign, playing true to f9rm
in this tit- for- tat battle, responded that -John
McKernan is scared to have Joe Brennan back in
Maine."Adding that McKernan,as acongressman
in 1986, missed more than one vote on substantive matters while running for the gubernatorial
office.
The 'endless negative talk on non issties has
begun to take hold. It is no longer possible for one
candidate to "come on air" and spell ow their
strengths without slinging a little mud first. Not
even in Maine. A state known for mud- notjust on
the ground but found tieeper between political
candidates.
Dirty campaigning has an affinity with avoiding
issues. Ideas ofimportance become distorted lid secondary to getting in a good shot at your
o; )nent.
Sad to say is the only one who really loses is
the Maine voter
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There is no right or wrong
Well, gang, we finally made
it. No longer can people from
Joisey come up to UMaine and
tell us that Greater Bangor is a
desolate, boring, nowhere land.
The Mass-holes can't tell us tha'
they came to Maine because
they thought -studying abroad
would be a worthwhile experience. The New Yorkers can't
tell us that they thought Maine
was part of Canada.
From now on, we've got an
identity. We're not just the fictional place where Cujo roamed
and killed, and where sheriffs
Deputy Frank Dodd got his kicks
killing little girls, and where
Frannie Goldsmith and Harold
Lauder begin their westward
journey.
From now on, we're not just
the state that George Bush jets
off to when he wants to do a
little hot-rodding in his speedboat.
Now, we're known. Dan
Rather talked about us. So did
Charles Kurault. The nation
watched as Donald Rogerson
was acquitted of manslaughter
in the shooting death of Karen
Wood. This, in the same state
whose other brushes with
widespread media stardom
came when a Lewiston couple
burned their child to death in an
oven,and when a trio of Bangor
youths brutally beat homosexual Charlie Howard and threw
him to his death in Kenduskeag
Stream.
The jury has spoken, but the
Rogerson case is not over.
Contrary to popular belief,
Donald Rogerson is not a free
man. He undoubtedly fights his
own battles in a private hell,
where what might not have been
fights with the terror ofthe truth.
Neither is Kevin Wood a free
man. The loss for him is a real,
ngraspable void for those of us
,..ininvolved with the case. For
a new life in a new state
with young twin children was
irrevocably shattered by a tragic moment in one of that state's
nost well-known traditions:the

411,
John Rolyoke
deer hunt.
I grew up in the state,and I've
never fired a gun, save for the
Daisy BB rifle my brother and
I shared as kids. I've never felt
the kick of a high-powered
weapon, or the mythically
mysterious sensation of "buck
fever."Still,I grew up,ak every
Maine child does, near woods.
Vast,all-encompassing woods,
where, in the roaming mind of
a child, even a trek down a
well-beaten path could take on
the allure ofa Lewis-and-Clark
expedition.
Except during fall. I never
really knew when hunting season began,but usually my mom
would tell me. For the most
part, when we went out to wait
for the bus and there was ice on
the puddleIn the middle of our
yard, I knew hunting season
was close at hand. And when it
was,I stayed out of the woods.
Maybe it wasn't tight. Maybe
it wasn't, or shouldn't have
been, necessary. But it was the
way it was. White, my cousins
told me, was the color I wasn't
supposed to wear during hunting season.
"But don't look like a deer,"
I'd complain. "Even if I wear
white, anyone could see that
I'm not a deer."
"You're right," they'd admit.

"Bet you do lookmore like a
deer when you're wearing
white."
I learned that lesson when I
was very young, probably five
orsix years old.!always thought
it was a little silly, but the silent,
gun-toting men I saw trudging
through the fields each afttrnoon reinforced the point, and
scared me a great deal.
Once, during my high school
years, I went out for a jog on
some trails in the woods around
town with some friends on the
track team. A mile or two into
the jaunt, -breathing the crisp
fall air,!conversationally asked
my friends when hunting season
was supposed to start.
"Lay week," they said.
A deeper chill ran through me
as I looked at the white T-shirt I
was Wearing. They laughed as!
peeled the shirt off and hid it in
my jock. I wasn't laughing.
Right or wrong, that was the
way it was.
Now,as the national media's
watch on the Maine woods focuses on the acquittal and the
opinions of some people that
Karen Wood was wrong to
venture into the woods wearing
white, the fears of my own adolescence return.
I had many friends who
thought nothing of walking or
running through the woods with
white clothing on. That didn't
make them wrong.Still,looking
back,I don't think they were as
safe as they could have been,
nor as I would have liked to
have been.
The media maelstrom has left
lus with our own thoughts for
now,as another hunting smon
approaches. But in the woods,
it's not a matter of right and
wrong, guilt or innocence. Unfortunately, in the woods, it
comes down to cutting down
the odds of another tragic accident. Of*tug extra careful, as
hunter or hiker.
In the woods,sometimes there
are no second chances. That's
just the way it is.
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Voter apathy is a serious problem
To The Editor:
It's hard to believe but its'
almost time to vota. For many
crillege students this will be their
first experience entering the
polls. Some will anticipate voting to be a nerve racking experience of insurmountable anxiety. I remember my first trip to
the polls; I was convinced my
vote wouldn't make any dif.
ference. I kept trying to talk
Myself out of it although I did
manage to vote. Later, I felt
proud that I convinced my
opinion in this small yet signif-

leant way. Many people will
not vote November6;they have
a host of reasons ranging from
intense apathy to fear.
Voter apathy seems to be an
epidemic. Consequently, the
decisions of who will run our
state is left up to a minuscule
percentage of voters. Ascollege
students, we give up a lot when
we don't vote. We have tuition
hikes, budget cuts and lack of
reliable instructors to mention
only a few of the issues that face
each and every one of us, each
and every day. There are 13,000

of us at the University who are
old enough to vote. We,could
realistically elect our next representatives through showing
our power in numbers. This
would pressure our leaders into
acting in our better interest.
There is another separate
problem. Fear,or maybe a better
word is confusion. Many eligible voters are so confused
about the candidates and voting
regulations they are apprehensive to vote. I wish!could take
all of those who are afraid and
confused and hold their hand

through the fear and confusion
right into the polls, but I can't.
However,I can untangle a little
red tape by directing you to the
local campaign headquarters.
By stopping by or calling your
local campaign headquarters
you will find men and women
who are more than happy to
provide a wide assortment of
information on each candidate
as well as voting procedures.
Also, you can call your local
town office or city hall and you
will find they are more than
happy to assist. There will also

be volunteers at the polls. Remember,many votes who went
to the polls the first time were
apprehensive just like you.
In closing! invite you to take
chance,make a difference and
feel great, VOTE. Get a friend
to go with you to the polls. Pass
the word, we will be heard and
you'can bet those in office will
pay attention to the voter turn
out here at the University of
Maine. Vote on Nov. 6.

1

Pam Powell

v riot worth
the risk
.r0 The Editor:
Monday night, someone
smashed my car window and
stole my radar detectorand some
employee-airline tickets that my
father gave me. The radar detector was a beat-up Radio
Shack Micronta model with a
broken"hi-low"volume switch.
It wasn't worth very much,certainly not worth the risk of going to jail for theft. The police
said whoever stole it could get
about S30 for it.

sjjj,r

to jail

As for the airline tickets; well
Let me put it this way: if you try
to use them withoutan ernployee
ID, you better, get used to the
idea of steel bars and a new
boyfriend named Bubb.
If anyone say this theft occur
in me Dunn-Corbett liat late
Monday night or early Tuesday
morning, please notify Public
Safety.
Darin Bruil,tad
Hart Hall
wi
-1 3tea
4.2
CPS

lust whose dream is this anyway?
To The Editor:
The Persian Gulf conflict has
revealed the abyssofourculttur,
and when values contain the
seeds of their own negation,
then perhaps it's time to reexamine their utility.
One of America's most cherished values is that of accumulation. As was written in James
Michener's, America vs.
America: "If our middle class
mania for accumulation is subject to abuse,it is also subject to
ridicule and many a father who
has spent the years from 22 to
52 in a mad race to accumulate
now finds himself powerless to
answer his children who ask,
'Why did you do it,Pop? What
did you get out ofit? What have
you to show for the rat race

except two cars and three picture windows?"
Since that was written twenty
years ago,the scene has taken a
180 degree shift because, Pop
and Mom can no longer fulfill
the American dream by their
means. They own a car. VCR,
dishwasher,and clotheswasher:
What do they have to show for
it? - A credit card bill.
Who's dream is this life style
which blurs the distinction Ixtween foreign and domestic
policy. Why and how is this
"American Dream" promoted?
The players in the game are
ubiquitous.
Do corporate sweathogs with
plutocratic aspirations in the oil
companies passionately urge
Americans to stop purchasing

• ';41.

gas guzzling automobiles? Do
Pentagon bureaucrats weep over
a military build-up in Saudi
Arabia,for whom a peace dividend last year would have
translated into a pink slip today?
If economically insignificant
Bangladesh was ever to be occupied by India, would they too
benefit from the fruits of"new
orderhood" by having 200,000
in bor•
AnIc : :
"new
);
a!,
ordc: )od" reflect
the self-serving justice of its
designers and promoters?
Bfaming the American oil
oligopoly, dysfunctional Pentagon bureaucrats and
Sadam Hussein has its limitations. After all, they are only
maintaining services and sup-

•I''NeAl$14,

plies for America's ever increasing demands. If Americans insist upon viewing Cadillacs(symbolically speaking),
dishwashers and riding lawn
mowersas(necessities then they
had better be prepared to pay
the price. But paying the price
has its own morbid connotations because, while one
American vs the price for
Cadillac with- money,. another
American pays the price to
maintain that Cadillac's fuel
supply with his her life.
The level of gross over consumption and waste in this
country is disgusting and ranks
as a true national tragedy. And
haven't we all witnessed the
response to those who beg to
differ with such waste. Every

time environmentalists peep a
word concerning our pathetic
national energy policy,they are
greeted with a slap in the face
by Adam Smith's invisible hand
of economic prosperity. In
Maine, how do we rectify our
vital dependence on foreign oil
- we widen the turnpike.
By now many readers have
probably labeled me as unpatriotic; an insult to out values. So
be it. But, if young ladies and
gentlemen are expected to risk
their lives to preserve mi liberties, then do I not have the
moral obligation to exercise
those liberties in hope of rireser
ving their lives?
John Weston Day
" Hallowell
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Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
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Campus papers
blasted for
anti-Semetic
remarks
(CPS)- Students and administrators at
two colleges blasted campus newspapers
in early October for publishing anti-Semetic sentiments.
One of the papers, at the City College
campus of the City University of New
York system,.evoked a public reprimand
from its school president for printing an
anti-Semetic column on its opinion page.
Another paper. the intentionally provocative Dartmouth Review, provoked a
firestorm of criticism and,a giant demonstration by over half the student body
when it printed a quote from Adolf Hitler
on Sept. 28, the Jewish holiday of Yom
Kippur.
In the ensuing uproar, three staff
members of the avowedly conservative,
independently financed and strenuously
controversial Review resigned.
"By warding offthe Jews,I am fighting
for the Lord's work," read the Hitler
quote, which the Review printed within
its usual masthead credo, a Theodore
Roosevelt nostrum.
An opinion column by former student
vivek Golikeri in the Sept. 17 edition of
The Campus similarly charged that City
College is dominated by a"Jewish clique"
made up of "powerful, arrogant people
who often control everything."
"I was appalled by the blatant antiSemitism expressed"in the column,said
City College President Bernard W.
Harleston in a letter to the paper.
"I urge the editors of The Campus and
the other student media to reject such
blatant prejudice both in their news stories and on their opinion pages,"he added.
Dartmouth President James 0. Freedman, who the Review once charged was
himselfbehaving like Hider,reacted with
almost the exact same sentiments.
"Appalling bigotry of this kind has no
place at the college or in the country," he
said.
"For 10 years the Dartmouth Review
has consistently attacked blacks because
they are black, women because they are
women and Jews because they art Jews,"
Freedman's statement said.
Freedman and two professors from
Dartmouth spoke at a student rally against
the Review on Oct.3,which was attended
by more than 2,500 students.
Review editors could not be reached for
comment.
In a statement released to the press they
said the quote got into the newspaper
"through an act ofsabotage,a subterfuge,
a dirty trick that we are determined to
track down and expose."
However,the statement'also lashed out
against the school for its protests. It
called the situation "Dartmouth's Tawana
Brawley case," in reference to the black
New York teenager who said she had
been raped by white men, a claim that
was later discredited,
"A sabotage and hoax is cynically exploited byldemagogues to stir up hatred
and polankation," the.statement said.
The paper has indeed attracted the enmity of many Dartmouth administrators
and students.
In years 'Ipast, it sponsored a lobster-

-rOof.

See NEWSPAPER on page 15
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By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer

Jamal Williamson wilt
Vin the UCONN Huskit,. t)11 .,4 Jul ad)
..
son is one interception shy of tying the UMaine record for interceptions.

20 times for 109 yards and two touchdowns.
Also impressive in the Black Bears'24-..
17 win over the University of Rhode
.Island last weekend was quarterback Dan
DiGravio, who was filling in for starter
Jeff DelRosso (shoulder injury).
DiGravio didn't put up Ty Detmer-like
numbers, throwin&for only 65 yards on
five of 11 passing, but he didn't throw
any 1nterceptions and lead the offense to
several sustained drives.
"Dan played a solid game last week,
and I just hope he continues to play that
way against Connecticut," Ferentz said.
First-year quarterback Bob Zurinskas,
who led Brockton (Mass.) High to a 302 record as-starting quarterback, will be
second on the depth chart against UConn.
"We really like him and we think he
could be a good quarterback before he's
through," Ferentz said.
'UConn head coach Tom Jackson said
he was impressed with Digravio's play,
and is also concerned with the UMaine
running attack.
"(DiGravio) got the job done for them
last week,but it's their runqing game that
we're going to try and stop," he said."To
beat UMaine,you have to stop Carl Smith,
so we will probably try and make them
throw the ball more than they did last
week."
• For the Huskies, 1988 YC Player of the
Year Matt DeGennaro, who has missed
several games because of a shoulder
separation, will getithe start at quarterback. On the season, DeGennaro has

When the University of Maine and the
University of Connecticut met on Oct.21
of last year, the Black Bears were off to
a 7-0 start while UConn stood at 42.
What a difference a year makes.
Going into Saturday's game in Storrs,
Conn.,UMaine is 1-5, after getting offto
an 0-5 start. The Huskies, the preseason
favorite to win the Yankee Conference,
have also struggled. going 2-4 record, 12 in the conference.
The records ofthe two teams are not the
only things that have changed since last
year.
Injuries have beset both ball clubs this
season, with several key players being
injured.
At UMaine, head coach Kirk Ferentz
has seen his offensive line become decimated with injuries,including the loss of
All-American guard Rob Noble, and.
nagging injuries to guards Tom Rogers,
Sean Dowd and Pete Saulnier.
Ferentz said the return of Noble into the
lineup not only helped the offensive line,
but helped pick up the whole team.
"He gave a boost to the whole team," he
said. "The young guys have been improving,and then they got back an impact
player like Rob, which really helped to
lift the team."
Because of the solid play ofthe line,the
Black Bears' running game, which had
been struggling all season, ran for a
season-high 259 yards on the ground.
Carl Smith picked up 114 yards on 21
carries and Ben Simians rushed the ball

illiam-

See UCONN on page 12

Miami and Notre Dame clash Saturday
(AP) - It's not goodbye, it's III they
meet again.
"With the type of teams we have, we'll
probably meet them in a bowl game
somewhewre down the line," Miami receiver Lamar Thomas said.
The second-ranked Hurricanes play at
No.6 Notre Dame on Saturday in the last
• scheduled meeting of these two teams in
their intersectional rivalry.
Both teams are 4-1 and in contention
for a national title, which has gone to the
winner of the past three games in this
series. The two schools have played in 19
of the last 20 seasons, and Miami has
won five of the last six.
"This is it," Hurricanes tackle Mike
Sullivan said. "This is the end of the
series. As much hype as already goes into
it, this just adds a little bit of fuel to the
fire."
In other Saturday games involving
ranked teams, it's No. 1 Virginia(6-0)at
Wake Forest; Alabama at No.3Tennessee
(4-0-2); Oklahoma State at No. 4 Nebraska (6-0); No. 7 Florida State(4-1)at
No. 5 Auburn (4-0-1); No. 24 Michigan
State(2-2-1)at No.8 Illinois(4-1); No.9
Houston (5-0) at Southern Methodist:
No.22Iowa(4-11at No. 10 Michigan(32); No. 11 Georgia Tech (5-0) at North
Carolina; No. 13 Washington (5-1) at
Stanford; No. 14 Colorado (5-1-1) at
Kansas, and Arizona at No. 15 Southern
Cal (5-1).

•
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.Retls feel loose,.
none over--I

Notre Dame has written most of its
schedule through the year 2004, and
school officials have purposely left off
Miami. While entertaining, the rivalry
has produced some tense moments. Miami was accused of running up the score
in a 58-7 victory in 1985, and the two
teams got into a fight before the game
two years ago at Notre Dame.
Miami quarterback Craig Erickson will
be looking at a Notre Dame pass defense
that.
yielded 63 points to air-minded
Stanford and Air Force the last two weeks.
Miami shut out Kansas 34-0 last Saturday, but yielded at least 21 points in its
four previous games.
Virginia is favored by nearly four
touchdowns over Atlantic Coast Conference foe Wake Forest, which beat
Army 52-14, then lost to North Carolina
and Maryland by a combined score of7237.
If Virginia can keep its record clean,
which appears likely, the Cavaliers and
Georgia Tech could fight it out for the
ACC title in two weeks, both unbeaten.
The Crimson Tide is at Tennessee, and
the Volunteers still remember last year's
47-30 loss at Alabama.
Florida State coach Bobby Bowden is
still lOoking for his 200th career victory
after losing to Miami two weeks ago.
Bowden hopes his players learned
something about big, hostile crowds in
that game.

•

"They've been the best team in baseball
OAKLAND,Calif.(AP)- The Cincinhe last two yeqrs. but they're beatable."
nati Reds feel like they're entering a
second baseman Ron Oester said. "But
strange, new world as the World Series
we still have two more to win."
shifts to the-West Coast, to the land of
' "They'll get three Chances In Oakland
real grass and designated hitters.,
- over the weekend. At worst, they'll end
Lucky for them they've got a two-game
up tight back on the fake grass at Riversecurity blanket to ease the transition.
front Stadium next weekto settle matters.
"We've won the first two ballgames at
"I don't knowlf it's destiny,". Oester
home. Now we got to their place, where
said."We've still got to work hard at it.
we play on gra;si and the Dli comes into
Those guys can get on a roll."
play, sd it'; going to be a little different
ballgame," manager Lou Piniella said.
. Everybody chipped in as they beat up
on Dave Stewart in Game 1. Then the
The Reds flew to Oakland on Thursday
low-profile guys - guys like Billy .Bates
with a 2
:
0lead over the A's that left them
I squeezed out alOth-inning runoffDennis
feeling carefree and confident.
I'Eckersley for a 5-4 victory Wednesday.
Three-fourths of the teams that have
"They have the best team in baseball _
won the tirst two Series games have
based on their record. Nobody won more
be-conic drompronc.
games than they did," reliever Norm
„ va.!ry good. We feel very,
v
"We,
:very confident," said outfielder Billy
Charlton said.
Hatcher, who took a 7-for-7 streak with
"Record-wise. they are the best. But
this series will determine who is the best
him.
team in baseball. That has yet to be deAnd why i;o1..' All they've done is
termined"
pummel the defending champion Oakland
."NObody expected us to do much. But
A's 7-0 in Game 1, then rally against
any time two professional- :teams play.
their best Tel er for a 5-4 victory in (1
anyThing can happen," FxieDavis said.
innings Wedi).-,,,1.1) night in Game 2.
:It's so loose in this clubhOuse"
The AIISWa0:tered into Cincinnati with
CharlIon said. "That's what we"ve done
an air ot invinc ibility aboutthem,and left
all year."
shaking theiu heads.
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Classified Advertigrig'

Trumpet
Oldes trumpet.
Excellent condition.
$250 or best offer
Call 866-2053
Evenings only.
an ma
ano
aus
ir
Skits
Brand new Hart Skiis
185s(no bindings).
$225 or B/0 Call
I Katie
866-7813

L

Computer
Apple lie computer 2
drives, printer, some
software. $750 or BO
r
Video Camera
Great quality $550 or
B/O

Typing Sc.,.
ripsrfect 5.t.)
p
ograrr
Letter quality Printc.1
Reasonable Rates.

q77.7160

C.:all 866

UCONN

MIN MIN INN NM MN SP.

Restored. 6
automatic. Contact
Rob in 11 3 Knox
Hall $5000 or B/O,

Puppies
AKC English Springer
Spaniel Pups. Liver/
white. Champion
Lines. Excellent bird
dogs and pets. Tel #
469-7490

84 Ford Window
Van
V6 Removable seats
for 8. 53,800. Call
942-9619

".••••11
,

ror
Eord Escort
Good Conditio;
$2000 866-0252 '
for Tammy 30Corbett

Cannondale Bike
for sale
Aluminum 300-5
series. $400 or B.O.
Call 581-4526
Ask for Dave in rm 325

12,000

12,000

12,000

Orono
Orono Washburn
Place Apts. $660 mo.
2 Br ToWnhouse w/
basement. No pets
1 year lease
945-6955
or 945-5260

Sv
it 1 lean} ti.oi7igIn
Was going to lose ye:.
I'd be worried

ELL -

1-800-423-5264

ULTIMATE
MONEY MAKING
OPPORTUNITY

1),
;. to
Di rt-t_(or of Maintenance, work
studs!' only. Apply
in ptirson, Hilltop
1 Italth Club.
Optford Hall

Best
;fundraiser on
• campus!
•

Would you work
hard for 1-2 years
for a chance at
Looking for a fraterfinancial independence? Sell top skin •nity, sorority or stucare products and
•dent organization that
.
would like to make
recruit others to do
•$500 - $1000 for a one
the same. more
•
▪ week on campus marinfo
•
kehng, project. Must
call 827-6838
'
be organized and hard
•
.
working. CallJennifer
IN
•
lor Kevin at
800-592-2121

continued from page 11

completed 41-82 passes for 552 yards
with six touchdowns and three interceptions.
On the ground,last year's leading rusher Kevin Wesley, who rushed for 275
yards before suffering a knee injury in
the fourth game of the season, will likely
see playing time. Sophomore Victor
Taylor,270 yards on 52carries, will start
at tailback.
Defensively for the Black Bears,senior
captain Mike Smith leads the team with
64 tackles, while Claude Petta.way has

51 and Jamal Williamson has 50. Penaway and Williamson also lead the YC in
interceptions with five apiece.
Sophomore Jeff Mottola, UMaine's
punter and place-kicker, continued his
solid play on the year tying the UMaine
record for field goals in a season with 10
in last weekend's game.
"The team just has to realize they won
by working hard, and they have to treat
last weekend's win just like any other
game," Ferentz said.

•••

Congratulations
CUL 10(k):
"Myron of the Week"
is awarded ,to •
Timothy M: Chesie
C.ongrats

2,000

Spring Break Trips to
students organizations promoting our
spring break packages. Good pay &
fun Call CMI.

1

Connecticut
Football: at Stoin, Conn., Oct. 20 at 1 p.m. vs. University of
Men's Soccer: at Hartford, Conn., Oct. 21 at 1 p.m. vs. University of Hartford.
Women's Soccer at New Haven,Conn., Oct. 20 vs. Yale at 4 p.m.: at Hartford, Conn., Oct. 21
at 10:30 a.m. vs. University of Hartford.,
Field hockey:at Boston, Mass.,Oct.20 at I p.m. vs. Northeastern University; at Burlington, Vt.,
Oct. 21 at 11 a.m. vs. University of Vermont.
Ice Hockey: at Hockey East Faceoff vs. Bosom College at Boston University, Oct. 19 at 6 p.m.;
Blue and White game at Presque Isle, Maine, Oct. 5_131.
Men's and Women's Cross Country: at Franklin Park for the North AtlatMc Conference
Championships.
Women's Tennis: New Enlgnad Charnpionshp at Burlington, Vt. Oct. 20 and 21.
Men's Tennis: home, Oct. 20 at 11 a.m. vs. FranklirrVierce.

AS
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
S1000 in just one week.
Earn up to $1000 for
your campus organization. Plus a chance
at $5000 more! This
program works! No
investment needed
Call
1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50

Campus rep wanted
-to run Ski and Sprin: ,
Break trips 't
travel of C01111:>s:,,>1.
Call Sno-sean
(413)

Baby Sitter, Wanted
Need Baby sitting
most weekdays. Call
Steve.Ballard
581-1646

UMaine Spoti Shorts:
The men's cross country team placed
fifth at the Pastern Championships in
New Britain,Conn.,on Oct. 13. UMaine's
Jamie LaChance. placed third overall
clocking a time of 26:48 over the 5.1
course. Black Bear runners Tom Carlson
placed 16th.
The women'scross country team placed
fourth in the eight-team Holy Cross Invitational, Oct. 13 in Worcester, Mass.
UMaine's Kerry Brothers placed 16th
with a time of 20:26 on the 3.1 mile
'ourse, the first Black Bear to cross the
inish line. Karin Kalkofen placed 22nd
overall with a time of 20:50 and was
named Athlete of the Week. Teaapatiates
Anita Grover, Milan Eash and Lori
Roth placed 25th," 4th and 38th, consecutively, for UMaine.
At the North Atlantic Conference
Champ:, ..Hips in Burlington, Vt., the

e Co
4

Black Bear women's tennis team lost in
the second and third rounds. UMaine had
matches against the University of Hartford and the University of Vermont on
Saturday.Oct. 13.Thesquad was blanked
in both meets losing 5-0 in games against
Hartford and Vermont. UMaine's record
now stands at 1-(4.
Last weekend,the men's tennis team, I 2. was rained out against the University
of Hartford. A makeup date will be set.
The Black Bears won their only match
against the University of Maine-Farmington.
The golf team placed third in the ECAC
Regional Tournament Oct.4in Hanover,
N.H. to qualify for play at the ECAC
Championship. Last weekend, Oct. 1314, UMaine placed 19th at the' ECAC
Championship in Shawnee, Penn. Brian
Lawton placed 24th with a 152„the top
UMaine player at the tournament.

'ice Standings

NeW Hampshire 440
UMASS 4-0
Delaware 3-1
UCONN 1-2
Villanova 1-2
Boston University 1 -.._
Rhode Island 1-3
Richmond 1-3
UMaine 1-4
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Amherst, Harvard rate as best U.S. colleges
(CPS)- Amherst College and Harvard
University are the two best colleges in
the country,U.S.News and World Report
claims.
The magazine's sixth annual ranking is
among the most popular of several such
consumer "polls" of the nation's campuses, but is the least popular among
college presidents and other officials.
Last year the National Center for Postsecondary Governance and Finance
criticized the magazine's rankings, for
example,as being overly "quantitative."
Since the Yale Daily News first began
publishing an "Insiders' guide" to campuses in the 1960s, groups as cliverse as
Playboy magazine, New York Times
education editor Edward Fiske,Peterson's
Guides and Barron's among many others,
have compiled lists that rank campuses
by subjective factors like how hard their
classes are,how much they cost and even
how good their parties are.

The best
campuses as
reported by
U.S. News
(CPS)- The 10 best "big universitie,,
in the nation,according to the U.S.Nev.
and World Report's sixth annual list 01
campuses that meet its criteria, are:
Harvard, Stanford, Yale and Princeton
universities, California Institute of
Technology. Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.Duke University,Dartmouth
College.and Cornell and Columbia lin'
VersitteS.

The best"small"schools,the magazine
said, are: Amherst, Swarthmore, Wilhams, Bowdoin. Wellesley and Pomona
Colleges, Wesleyan University, and
Middlebury. Smith and Davidson Colleges.

If you have
a gripe
about the
things that
go on at
UMaine,
send a
letter to tit,
editor alit,
let your
opinion be
heard and
shared.

Just weeks before U.S. News' Oct. 10
ranking, for example, Money magazine
named Cooper Union in New York as
"America's best college buy."
"We spend a lot of time listening to
college officials who critique our rank-

The magazine ranks colleges on their
academic reputation, student selectivity,
faculty resources,financial resources and
student satisfaction.
Morse said this year researchers gave
more weight to schools' financial re-

"When two semesters at some private colleges
can cost more than the average American earns
in a year, the information provided by the U.S.
News constitutes a valuable service for those
who pay the lofty bills."
ings," said Robert Morse, a senior U.S.
News and World Report editor who
oversaw the college rankings issue.
"We also do a lot of research into
(creating) better measures"of a school's
merits, added Morse, who said the magazine did change its ranking system this
year to appease critics.

sources - how much money is spent on
each student - and less to student satisfaction, measured by the number of students who graduate in five years.
The other three categories all received
equal weight.
Morse said it was also th4first year the
magazine ranked specialty schools.

Cooper Union, Money magazine's
"best," notable was missing from U.S.
News' list of"best" overall campuses.
"Their rankings don't make any sense,"
Morse scoffed. "Cooper only appeals to
engineering students."
Cooper did get named as the third best
engineering school in U.S. News' specialty rankings.
Morse said the college rankings
"shouldn't be the sole reason why people
choose to go or not to go to a particular
school."'
However, he added "the schools that
make our ranking are inarguably good
schools."
In an article in the issue, U.S. News'
editors explain "when two semesters at
some private colleges can cost mere than
the average American earns in a year,the
information provided by U.S. News constitutes a valuable service for those who
pay the lofty bills."
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Did You Know??

• Worldwide, there are 40 million DOS PC's in use compared to
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million Macintosh PC's.

•IBM has placed more DOS PC's than any other company in the world.
• Windows 3.0tm Graphical Interface (the most eagerly awaited software product of 1990)
comes preloaded with every IBM bundle.
•IBM offers worldwide technical support through our Authorized Dealers so that during the
summer months and after you graduate you can be assured of continued support.

!!!Shouldn't you be preparing for the REAL WORLD!!!

.....Your "REAL WORLD".Choice....
$39.63*

$43.22*

$56.44*

IBM PS/2 30-286
80286 processor
1MB memory
30MB fixed disk drive-(1.44mg)
as Inch diskette drive
8512 VGA Color Display
DOS 4.0
Microsoft Windows 3.0

IBM PS/2 30-286
80286 processor
I MB memory
30MB fixed disk drive
3.5 inch diskette drive-(1.44mg)
8513 VGA Color Display-tilt/swivel
DOS 4.0
Microsoft Windows 3.0
Microsoft Word for Windows
hDC Windows Utilities
ZSoft Soft Type

IBM PS/2 55SX
82.386sx processor
2MB memory
30MB fixed disk srive
3.5 inch diskette drive-(1.44mg)
8513 VGA Color display-tilt/swivel
DOS 4.0
Microsoft Wiridows 3.0
Microsoft Word for Windows
hDC Windows,Utilities
ZSoft Soft Type

List price
U. Maine Price

List price
U. Maine Price

..
$3,582
$1,699

$4.20!
$1,853

Liot Price
U. Maine Price

$5,20 1
$2,420

All software is iirs1QadrAl on your computer. Simply turn on your computer and you are ready to go.
(Nothing is easier!) •
'Per month for 60 months, includes all applicable charges and sales tax.. The IBM P5/2 Loan for Learning
program has an 11.5% interest rate. No money down. No prepayment penalties. For n
' -motion, or
to place an order, please contact:‘
Jay Henderson or Marc Inman
Microcomputer Resource Center
I I Shibles Hall
(207) 381-2569

Computing & Instructional Technology
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Sandinistas add profit to 'Marxist theory
By Eloy 0. Aguilar
Associated Press Writer
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) - The
Sandinistas bullied private businessmen
for a decade while in power and are
taking them on again, this time as competitors.
They don't show up at Chamber of
Commerce luncheons yet, but many
former Sandinista leaders who once espoused Marxism are now eyeing profit
margins.
Estimates of the number of Sandinista
companies rang from 20 to 30 to nearly
300, but there are no official records.
The source of the money is also in
doubt. President Violeta Chamorro's
government found the treasury nearly
empty when it took over in April.
"The companies are legal," said a
government official who spoke on condition of anonymity. "The question is

where they got the means."
Sandinista commercial interests now
include stores, newspapers, radio stations, farms, real estate, export-import
corporations and a television station.
Some are owned outright by the Sandinista Front (FSLN) and others by members with the front as a minority stockholder.
"There is nothing wrong with a political
party being in business within the
framework offree enterprise," said Herti
Lewites, the former Sandinista tourism
minister, who is setting up some of the
enterprise.
"If I can make every member of the
Fsu: rich, I will," he said. Lewites
acknowledged that some Marxist activists find the sudden entrepreneurial impulses of their fellows perplexing:
"Some of our militants and people in
the government cannot-quite assimilate
this yet," he said.

One of the most visible Sandinista enterprises is Central American Airlines,or
CAAL,which is to begin flights between
Managua and Miami Oct'. 27.
The roundtrip flight costs $275 roundtrip,thelewestfare among carriers serving
the region.
The airline eventually plans flights to
Los Angeles and San Francisco.'Mexico
City, Madrid, Spain, and London.
The Sandinistas led the long struggle
that overthrew the late President Anastatio Somzqa in July 197‘Many oftheir
leaders espoused Marxist ideology and
had trained in conununis•countries.
While in power, the Sapdinistas frequently promised to support a mixed
economy,with plenty ofroom for private
investors. In practice the government
seemed to make its economic policy as it
went along. Nationalizations of companiesiond land often appeared arbitrary,61aimed at political enemies.

The Sandinistas'economic policies and
a U.S.- sponsored guerilla war destroyed
the economy.
When the Sandinistas ran in free elections in February, the voters rejected
them for a more conservative coalition
lecity Mrs. Chamorro.
Most oit the sandinista companies were
stolen or set up with government funds
and equipment. Sandinista officials have
taid the. party squirreled away money
supplied over the years byl sympathetic
foreign governments and other sources.
The Sandinistas established trading
companies in the United States,Panama
and elsewhere years ago to circumvent
the U.S. embargo on trade with Nicaragua.
Manuel Espinoza, who was former
President Daniel Ortega's press officer,
obtained a concession for a television
station before the Sandinistas left power.

.4
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Senate squashes attempts to tax the rich
By Jim Luther
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate
today voted 55-45 to defeat an effort to
raise tAxes on the rich and moderate a
Medicare premium increase as it struggled to complete work on a deficit-reduction plan.
The vote killed an amendment by Sens.
Albert Gore, D-Tenn., and Barbiroa

Mikulski, D-Md.,that would have scaled
back increaqes in gasoline taxes and
Medicare premiums and substitued a
House-approved,three-pronged attack on
thost with higher incomes.
The amendment was one of;pore than
twodozen ready for Senate consideration,
many of which have been designed to
move the Senate bill closer to the soakthe-rich package that won House approval
Tuesday.

"Do we want to ask senior citizens in
the hospital to pay more so the wealthiest
in our society can pay less?" Gore asked
before the vote on his amendment.
"The middle class has no more to give,"
Ms. Mikulski said.
Democratic leaders praged the aim of
the amendment but said it would have
killed the deficit-reduction package because President Bush has promised to
veto any plan raising the top tax rate on
the wealthiest Americans to 33 percent.
The proposal would have raised that rate
„ from 28 percent.
-What we have tried to do is put togeth-

La,
Chance!

er a package the president will sign,"said
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen,D-Texas,chairman
of the Finance Committee. "There is
substantial divergence with what came
out of the House:... We will end up with
something that is in between."
The budget bill is on a fast track that
congressional leaders hope could place it
on Bush's desk for his signature Friday
night.
Without final action, or at least considerable progress on such a package,
Bush has said he'll shut down thegov•
See RICH on page 15

THUNDERBIRD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Glendale, Arizona 85306 USA

A representative will be on campus
MONINIY, OCTOBER 22,1990
to discuss
GRADUATE STUDY

to get your
Prism Yearbook
Senior Portraits

Interviews may be scheduled at
CAREER CENTER

Mountain Bike Sale
Rose at
Bike
Stop

Sittings: 1912 Room
2nd Floor Memorial Union
October 15-19
9a.m.-5p,m.

call 866-3525
36A Main St.
Orono, Me 04473

NO CHARGE
For more information:
call 581-1783 between 11a.m.- 3p.m.

M-Th 9am-7pin F 9am5pm
Sat 9am-4pm
000

Save up to.
$100 on GT,
Bridgestone,
Ross
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Rogerson acquitted in hunting-slaying trial
BANGOR, Maine (AP) - A 47-yearold hunter, who shot and killed a woman
he mistook for a deer, was cleared
Wednesday of manslaughter in a case
that set off a fierce debate in this rural
state over the safety of hunting.
A Penobscot County Superior Court
jury found Donald Rogerson, a supermarket produce manager,innocent ofthe
charge after nine hours of deliberations.
The jury began deliberating Tuesday

afternoon and resumed it,work Wednesday morning after being sequestered
overnight in a local motel.
Rogerson was charged with manslaughter in the Nov. 15, 1988, death of
Karen Wood, a 37-year-old mother of
twin 1-year-old girls. Mrs. Wood was
shot once in the chest while she stood
about 130 feet behind her home in Hermon, a Bangor Suburb.
Rogerson, the lone defense witness.
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emment Saturday morning, when federal spending authority is due to expire.
A key element of the Senate's deficit
planis a9 112-cent increase inthe gasoline
tax. The Senate voted Wednesday to
leave that provision intact. The GoreMikulski amendment would have provided a 6-cent increase.
The amendment would have been attached to a measure raising taxed and
reducing benefit programs by $250 billion over the next five years.
In addition to increasing the tax rate for
the wealthiest Americans, the GoreMikulski plan proposed imposing a 10
percent surtax on those with taxable in-

comes over $1 million and raising to 25
percent the alternative minimum tax dcsigned to snare well-to-do investors who
have so many deductions that they might
otherwise escape any tax.
The Senate package appeared to be in
considerable trouble Wednesday after
Sen. Steven Symms,R-Idaho, proposed
stripping the 9 1/2-cent increase in the
gasoline tax. The issue wasn't settled
until almost 14 hours later, just before
midnight, when the Senate heeded pleas
from Democratic and Republican leaders and used a procedural vote to dispose
of Symms' amendment.
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and-champagne dinner during a campus
fast to raise money for homeless people,
published a list of Gay Student Association members, ran a -Black English"
column alleging the school's black students are generally illiterate and had staff
members suspended for wrecking an antiapartheid shanty and getting in a shoving
match with a black professor.
In August, William Cole,the professor
who fought with Review staffers, resigned, citing two years of harassment
from the Review as one of his reasons for
leaving.
.Alex Huppe.Dartmouth's news service

director, said the Review's stereotyping
and criticism of whole groups of people
has hurt the school's recruiting of minority
students and faculty members.
Moreover, he doubted the Review's
contention that publishing the Hitler quote
was a mistake, recalling Reviewers previously claimed the "Black English,"
shanty wrecking and Cole incidents were
all works of individual staffers and not
the Review itself.
While Review Editor-in-chief Kevin
Pritchett has apologized repeatedly for
the incident, the editors at The Campus
have not done so.
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testified Tuesbay that he was hunting in
the woods behind Mrs. Wood's home
that day. He said he saw a deer in the
scope of his rifle and fired once. Then,
he said he saw what he thought was the
white underside ofa deer's tail and fired
again.
Mrs. Wood, who was wearing white
mittens, was shot once in the chest again.
The case drew national attention and
set off an emotional debate over the
safety of hunting in Maine, where
216,476 people bought hunting licenses
last year and 30,260 deer were killed.
The case pitted hunters against nonhunters. Some critics even suggested
that Mrs. Wood was at fault for wearing
the mittens during hunting season. They
hinted that because she was"from away"
- a term used to describe people from
other states - she was ignorant of-Maine's
hunting tradition.
Mrs. Wood had moved to Maine from
Iowa four months earlier with htr infant
daughters, Lindsay and Laura, and her
husband, a child psychologist.
"The verdict makes it cleat that the
jury feels it was an accident," said
William J. Vail, commissioner of the
state Department of Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife.
"It's my hope and it's my belief that
this will put this case to rest. Accidents
are accidents," Vail said Wednesday in
a telephone interview after the verdict.

"I think there are many who feel this
makes some sort of a social statement
about Maine and hunting. But I makes
some sortofa social statement about Maine
,and hunting. But I don't think that's the
case.... It was a tragedy on both sides."
Members of Rogerses family jumped
up and hugged each other after the jury's
vcrdict was read in the courtroom late
Wedndaday morning. Mrs. Wood's husband, Kevin, hung his head apd walked
out in silence.
"I'm very overwhelmed at this time,"
Rogerson said. "I hope and pray the lord
will give Mr. Wood the strength he has
given me through this whole ordeal."
Kevin Wood, who now lives in Bettendorf,Iowa,but returned to Maine to watch
the coprt proceedings, had said before the
trial began that he didn't have high hopes
Rogerson would be convicted.
Wood has criticized the way Maine authorillas handled the case and said he was
"stunned" by the verdict.
"I'm shocked that at least one of the 12
jury members couldn't,after hearing all of
the evidence, come to the conclusion that
Donald Rogerson was guilty," Wood said.
"[think more than Donald Rogerson was
on trial here. I think the community
standards of morality and integrity also
were being tested. I feel sorry for the
community of Bangor because I feel that
they failed that test," Wood said.
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icck educate you on the
Did Rape Awarene
issues of ri;pe on campus?

Dawn McLaughlin,
Senior

Karl Bean,
First-year •

Yes. I think it made me
more aware of what's
going on because we
don't always hear
about it.

Yes. I went to the Men
Against Rape
discussion and found
it interesting to see
how other men stand
on the issue.

Steve Robbins,
Sophomore

Larry Giglio,
Junior

Definitely. Coming
from a small Maine
town it heightened my
awareness and I
believe it did that of
others who are like me.

Yes. Although being a
student for over four
years I was not
educated any more this
year than from years'
past.

a

Gina Fuller,
Post Grad
Yes. It is worthwhile
and necessary on a
college campus,
however, I was only
made aware of the
rally toward the end of
the week.

Kathy Lobo,
Junior
Yes. I thought .

newspaper articles
were extremely
important and gave'l
lot ofdifferent views
on the issue..
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